
VAFCCA Accomplishments 2011 through 2015 
 
 
Although it may appear that the Alliance is not serving its membership, a review of major accomplishments and 
activities were critical to complete and that strengthens the Alliance as a business organization. All of these 
activities considered cost constraints that allows the Alliance to continue to conduct its business without 
increasing the cost of its membership. A few of these accomplishments between 2011 through 2015 are listed 
below: 

 Corrected several years of tax issues with the IRS that could have jeopardized the Alliance’s existence. 
 

 Completed a five year requirement by the IRS that successfully allowed the Alliance to get a 501- C-3 
recognition for federal tax exemption.  At the same time our requirement to complete lengthy and 
costly tax filings was eliminated. 
 

 The requirements to become an affiliate of the NAFCC were completed and approved by the NAFCC as 
the ninth state of fifty to qualify. 
  

 Group Health Insurance was researched, developed and implemented for family day care providers, but 
it was taken over with the passing of the federal government’s Affordable Health Care program.  
 

 Provided support to our membership by offering mini conferences in different  areas in Virginia 
(Lynchburg, Alexandria, Arlington).   
 

 Representation in various groups that were involved in new legislative issues that affect family day care. 
 

  Negotiated discounts for our membership with DCI, Kaplan, and Lakeshore. 
 

 Worked on strategies to help the Voluntary Registered providers to become licensed and talking to VR & 
DSS Representatives on behalf of the providers to come to the 2015 conference to complete a 
workshop. This was the first effort of many that the Alliance, DSS and VR will complete across the state 
before the state mandated legislation takes effect in 2016. 
 

 The Alliance supported VAECE by going to Capital Steps over the years and conducting workshops at 
their annual conferences.  

 

 Board members supported NAFCC by attending their Conferences, participating on webinars, and 
encouraged our members to join NAFCC. 

 

  Offered knowledge and continuous support to Providers that were starting new local Associations in 
their area whenever needed. 

 

  Currently the Alliance is working on receiving the 501-C-3 Umbrella for local associations to be able to 
become a 501-C-3 under the Alliance’s status without having to pay the necessary fees and completing 
additional paper work requirements for the IRS. 
 

 Currently working towards getting pro bono legal Assistance (Lawyer) in matters where we may need 
paper work to be reviewed. 
 

 
The Alliance with such a small group of Board members is working to serve its membership in many ways.  If you 
feel that you can be of service to us, we welcome your presence so please let us know.  

                                                  
 


